Email:_________________________________________________

Thank you to Ashley Teixeira, who
worked as an intern in my Calgary oﬃce
this summer. All the best!

Telephone:_______________________

Address:___________________________________________ Postal Code:_____________________

Name(s):____________________________________________________________________________

Please visit my website if you wish to sign up for my e-newsletter:
http://patkellymp.ca/

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

The top concerns include: Natural Resources/Pipelines, Jobs/
Economy, National Unity, Debt/Deficit, Environment.

Comments:___________________________________________________________________

__ No, I support reasonable regulation, but think MPs should have voted on this.

__ No, there is no justification to punish law-abiding firearm owners.

Thank you to those who took the time to respond to the previous
question: “Which federal issues matter the most to you?”

__ Yes, these guns have no place in our communities.

DO YOU SUPPORT THE GOVERNMENT’S RECLASSIFICATION (BAN) OF 1500 FIREARMS
BY MINISTERIAL ORDER?

SURVEY RESPONSES

In the Community

Pleased to visit Sage Hill
Retirement Residence to
announce the winners of their
Summer Camp awards.

Debt/Deficit and the Bank of Canada
Many constituents have asked me how Canada is paying for
pandemic response programs. Since 2015 I have repeatedly argued
that the current government had been squandering the balanced
budget that it inherited from the previous government through
fiscal and economic mismanagement, such as wasteful corporate
welfare and an anti-resource development agenda. The result was a
substantial accumulated deficit and a generally weak economy prior
to the pandemic. My colleagues and I warned that such
mismanagement during a generally robust world economic cycle
would make it more diﬃcult for the government to cope with a true
economic emergency such as the pandemic that unfolded earlier
Creating Money:
this year.
The Bank of Canada has funded much of the new pandemic relief
Current Deficit:
spending by buying government debt. By buying Treasury Bills and
Government of Canada Bonds, either directly from government or
The July 8th Economic and Fiscal Snapshot projected a shortfall of
at auctions, the Bank of Canada records them as assets on its
$343.2 billion for fiscal 2020-2021 before additional changes to and
balance sheet. To give a sense of the scale of value creation, the
extensions of pandemic relief programs were announced:
Bank of Canada bought a minimum $5 billion of Government of
Canada Bonds each week throughout the pandemic.

Constituent Marcie Hawranik
testified at the Standing
Committee on the Status of
Women in July regarding the
impact of COVID-19 on women.

Selected variables from the Bank of Canada Balance Sheet
as of October 15th, 2020
As the chart indicates, the Bank of Canada’s balance sheet
expansion reached a high of nearly $547,000,000,000 in the week of
July 29th before declining somewhat as some of its debt-buying
programs were scaled back. Note that in addition to federal
government debt, the Bank of Canada has bought provincial
government debt, and some private sector debt.

Celebrated the new entrance
of the Silver Springs Botanical
Gardens in September.

Potential Long-Term Consequences:

Well done, Calgary!
Donations, up 33% from
last year, an estimated
value of $1,568,481 .

www.patkellymp.ca

pat.kelly@parl.gc.ca

403-282-7980

have to ensure that Government remains
responsible to the elected Parliament. Some
Since March I have done my best to represent parliamentary committees conducted work by
you despite the challenges presented by Covid- video conference and a “hybrid” committee of
all Members of Parliament was created in
19. Many people struggle with uncertainty
about their jobs, the health and safety of their order to allow some MPs to ask the
Government questions related to the
families, and social isolation. Hundreds of
constituents have contacted me, and you are pandemic. This “hybrid” Covid-19 Committee
welcome to contact my oﬃce if you need help. did not have many of the important powers
that ensure our Government is accountable to
Parliament adjourned on March 13, 2020, two the Members of Parliament that Canadians
elect to represent them, such as the power to
days after the declaration of the global
introduce non-confidence motions, the ability
pandemic, and did not resume its full powers
to introduce and vote on private members’
until September 23, 2020. Many of the
democratic tools of Parliament were reduced bills, the ability to vote on Government
legislation, the ability to debate and vote on
or suspended during that time. Parliament
concurrence with committee reports, and
reconvened on several occasions to facilitate
passage of emergency measures, but without many other important accountability
measures.
the democratic powers that MPs normally

Dear Constituents,

Met with Philippine
Consul General Zaldy
Patron and MPs
MacCauley, Kmiec,
and Hallan about
Alberta’s vibrant
Filipino community.

Joined the Church
of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints to
help out with this
year’s City-wide
Food Drive.

Fall 2020

The creation of new money by a central bank to buy assets like
Government bills and bonds may have an inflationary eﬀect on the
The current deficit is nearly ten times the deficit of fiscal 2019-2020: economy. In response to my questions at the Finance Committee,
the then Governor of the Bank of Canada stated that such asset
creation would merely counter deflation created by the economic
Deficit Financing:
shutdown. However, some say this approach could lead to
excessive inflation if not cut oﬀ quickly after the pandemic and
Some constituents have asked me how deficit financing works.
economic recovery. Some critics have raised concerns that such
Government borrows money by issuing Treasury Bills and Bonds.
These are purchased by Canadians (individuals, financial institutions, intervention unfairly punishes savers in favour of debtors,
investment firms, etc.), by foreign governments and investors, and exacerbates wealth inequality, and enriches financial intermediaries.
by the Bank of Canada. When Canadian and foreign investors buy
As a Parliamentarian, I am concerned about the long-term
such bonds and bills, they do so with their own money. When the
Bank of Canada buys such bonds and bills, they are creating money, consequences of Canada’s debt load and the way that it is being
funded. I hope that the Finance Committee will study this issue and
as if by a virtual electronic printing press.
hear a variety of expert witnesses so that Parliamentarians may
better understand the potentially transformative nature of Canada’s
According to the Economic and Fiscal Snapshot 2020’s Debt
Management Strategy for 2020-2021, most of the new debt issued to debt and the role being played by the Bank of Canada as a lender.
pay for pandemic response programs is through domestic bonds. As
of July 8th when the Snapshot was released, Canada’s total market
debt was expected to pass $1.2 trillion by the end of fiscal 2020-2021.

@PatKellyMP

Eventually, the Government prorogued
Parliament altogether, which dissolved all
parliamentary committees, including those
studying COVID-19 response measures, Canada
-China relations, and particularly, committees
studying conflicts of interest within the
Government over its decision to award a
contract to the WE organization.
Parliament has now resumed, committees
have been reconstituted, and Parliament once
again has the power to test the confidence of
the Government as well as many other
important democratic tools that allow MPs to
hold the Government to account. I look
forward to using all available tools to do so.

- Pat

Erin O’Toole
Erin O’Toole is Canada’s new Opposition Leader. I
know Erin well from serving with him in the
Opposition caucus and Shadow Cabinet. He is
compassionate, thoughtful and engaging, and has
broad knowledge from a variety of policy areas.
Erin listens and works cooperatively with others.
He is respected by his colleagues from all parties.
Under Erin’s leadership, my Opposition colleagues
and I have a responsibility to act as a serious,
ethical and professional Government-in-waiting.

During a visit to Calgary in 2018, Erin
joined me to attend the Shane Homes
YMCA’s pre-Stampede breakfast.

@PatKelly_MP
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Debt/Deficit

have designated days when they can
introduce confidence motions. From March
13 until Parliament resumed in September,
there were no such Opposition Days.
At present, the governing Liberal caucus has
154 members; the Opposition Conservatives
have 121; the Bloc Québécois have 32; the
The majority of votes in Parliament are not
NDP have 24; the Green Party have three;
matters of confidence that could bring down two others are Independent, and two seats
the Government. Votes on Government bills are vacant. Given the numbers, the
that do not contain new spending
Government only needs the support of one
authorization, private members bills, or
of the other larger parties in order to retain
senate bills are not confidence votes. Votes
the confidence of the House. The Opposition
on speeches from the throne, all spending
Conservatives cannot bring down the
bills and motions that explicitly state that
government without the cooperation of
they are matters of confidence, are
both the Bloc and the NDP.
confidence votes. The Opposition parties

Many people are not familiar with how and
when a non-confidence vote can happen or
how many votes from other parties it would
take to bring the Government down and
cause an election.

Speaking for You in Ottawa
I receive hundreds of emails and phone calls
from constituents each month, and do my
best to respond to each one. Such
correspondence helps me stay up to date
with current events and public opinion in the
riding, provides me with insights into how
federal policies aﬀect Calgarians, and helps
me determine which issues to raise in the
House of Commons. This has been especially
true during the pandemic.

Member of Parliament. A small number of
MPs attended in person on any given day, in
order to follow social distancing guidelines. I
was called to Ottawa several times to pose
questions, and also asked questions at
meetings of the Finance Committee.
•

•

Although Parliament was suspended in
March, resulting in the cancellation of daily
Question Period, an all-member Special
Committee on the Covid-19 Pandemic (COVI)
was formed as an opportunity for Questions
for Ministers. This was very similar to
Question Period, except that the topics were
limited to Canada’s response to the
pandemic. COVI met regularly between April
1st and June 18th and three times during the
summer. The final session was cancelled
when the Prime Minister prorogued
Parliament in August.
Unlike normal parliamentary committees
with ten members, COVI was considered a
Committee of the Whole, including every

•

During these sessions I proposed solutions
and asked questions that came directly from
emails and phone calls from constituents,
such as:
•
Expanding relief program criteria to
include the self-employed, businesses
which pay owners through dividends
instead of payroll, and those that hire day
labourers;
•
The long-term financial eﬀects of

pandemic response programs, such as
how much interest Canadian taxpayers
will owe on the debt incurred to fund
spending, how Canada’s credit rating is
being eﬀected by such borrowing, and
what the eﬀects of a downgrade will be
on debt-servicing costs;
When the Government would provide a
Fiscal Update showing the state of federal
finances;
When would announced relief measures
actually be implemented, such as target
aid for the energy sector; and
When would the Government adequately
fund the Auditor General so that she
could fulfill her statutory mandate as well
as the new responsibilities for auditing all
pandemic response spending?

www.patkellymp.ca

I will no longer be on the Standing
Committee for Public Accounts. I am quite
familiar with the Finance Committee, having
served as an alternate member during the
last Parliament when I was the Shadow
Minister for National Revenue.

Small Business
Small Businesses have been devastated by
the Covid-19 Pandemic. Many have been
forced to close their doors for good while
others that were forced to close temporarily
last spring have had to reopen with higher
costs, fewer customers and an uncertain
future. The owners of small businesses and
their employees are our neighbours. Their
shops, restaurants, and personal,
professional, and contractor services are the
lifeblood of our communities and the
backbone of the national economy. Sadly,
many small businesses have been forced to
lay oﬀ employees while their owners exhaust
their savings and credit.
The Government introduced a number of
measures with the stated objective of
assisting small businesses, including the
Canadian Emergency Bank Account (CEBA),
Business Capital Assistance Program (BCAP),

Canadian Emergency Workers Supplement
(CEWS), and the Canada Emergency Rent
Assistance (CECRA) program.
While these programs have helped prevent
many businesses avoid immediate
insolvency, and allowed some workers to
remain employed, many other businesses
cannot access these programs. Some
programs contained design flaws that
excluded thousands of businesses, like the
CEBA program which initially excluded those
without an employee payroll (many
businesses pay sub-contractors while the
owners receive dividends), some family
farms and service contractors who use a
personal bank account, and initially all
businesses which banked with a credit union;
and the commercial rent relief program
(CECRA), which subsidized landlords if they
oﬀered rent relief to tenants instead of
simply subsidizing the
tenants’ rents. Both
businesses and financial
institutions have criticized
the BCAP program for its
diﬃcult criteria and the
timeliness of responses
from government on
individual cases.
Many of the problems with
the delivery of these
programs were raised by

members of the opposition parties during
committee meetings in the spring and
summer, including by me during appearances
at both the Finance committee and the Covid
Committee. Some of the problems, like the
eligibility of self-employed who received
dividends and not salary for both the CERB
and the CEBA programs, were eventually
fixed after being repeatedly raised, while
others, like the rent relief program, problems
with BCAP and some small businesses
personal bank account users, have not.
The Government has announced that it will
correct more of the problems and replace
programs that have or will expire, but details
have been slow to emerge.
Even before I was named Shadow Minister
for Small Business, I heard from dozens of
small business owners in Calgary Rocky
Ridge whose livelihoods are threatened by
Covid-19. I listened to heartbreaking stories
of anxiety and despair from small business
owners who have been forced to lay oﬀ their
friends, exhaust their life’s savings, and
plunge deep into debt just to stay in
business. When you shop locally or hire a
small business, you are helping communities
and neighbours who desperately need our
support.

Auditor General

When the House of Commons is sitting, I raise questions to Ministers, give speeches on legislation, speak at committees, attend
votes, meet with constituents and stakeholders in my Ottawa oﬃce, and more.
To stay up-to-date on my work in the House of Commons, follow me on social media and sign up for my e-newsletter:
youtube/mppatkelly

responsible for leading the development of
my caucus’s position on any policy or
legislation that the Government proposes
eﬀecting small business. In addition, I will be
my caucus’s chief Critic for Western
Economic Diversification Canada, a
government agency created in the 1980s to
promote economic diversification in
Western Canada.

I look forward to these new parliamentary
roles and to seeking feedback from
In my new role, I will act as the Conservative
constituents regarding the Government’s
caucus’s chief Critic of the Government’s
I have also been named as a member of the policy on small business and western
Minister of Small Business. I will be
Standing Committee on Finance. As a result, economic development.

Several of these questions prompted
changes to program criteria, such as the
CEBA being expanded to include businesses
paying owners through dividends instead of
payroll, and the release of the Fiscal
Snapshot regarding federal finances.

Social Media
facebook/mppatkelly

I am honoured to be chosen by new
Opposition Leader Hon. Erin O’Toole as the
new Shadow Minister for Small Business and
Western Economic Development. Prior to
my election in 2015, I spent 21 years in small
business as both an independent contractor
and as the co-owner of a Mortgage
Brokerage in NW Calgary.

@PatKelly_MP

As reported in an earlier issue of House to
House, the Auditor General has informed
Parliament on several occasions over the last
two years that her oﬃce is severely
underfunded and unable to fulfill her
statutory mandate.

receiving value for public money spent.
The OAG’s pre-existing and continuing
funding shortfall has been severely
exacerbated by additional responsibilities
assigned to it both before and during the
pandemic. Recent expansions of the OAG’s
workload include:
•
auditing all pandemic response spending
The Oﬃce of the Auditor General (OAG)
including the CERB, CEBA, CEWS, CECRA,
scrutinizes federal spending, and the public
and BCAP programs;
service’s performance and reports to
•
auditing the Liberal’s $187 billion
Parliament; such underfunding seriously
infrastructure program, which appears to
impairs Members of Parliament from all
be in disarray;
parties ability to ensure that the public
service is doing its job and that Canadians are • financial audit responsibility for new

•

•

Crown Corporations created by the
current Government, such as the
controversial Infrastructure Bank, and the
now publicly owned Trans Mountain
Pipeline.
auditing the performance of numerous
new programs; and
investigating the shut down of the Global
Pandemic Detection Unit, which was
discontinued a year and half before it
could provide Canada with early warning
about Covid while it was emerging.

Do you have a great photo which captures the beauty of
Calgary Rocky Ridge? Many of us have had extra time this year
to explore the outdoors and to discover some amazing views.
If you have any photos you are willing to share, please email
them to me at pat.kelly@parl.gc.ca.
I plan to include the best shots in a future newsletter and on
my Facebook page.

School Visits

In early March, I was pleased to be invited to visit Robert
Thirsk High School (above) and St. Basil School (below).
Thank you to the staﬀ and many students who participated.
At Robert Thirsk High School I made two classroom
presentations and participated in a spirited debate on the
Government’s response to blockades.
Two classes of grade nine students at St. Basil learned about
the democratic process and many posed thoughtful
questions afterward.
It is not likely that I will be able to visit any schools in person
over the next few months, but I always welcome
opportunities to engage with students.

Suite 202,
400 Crowfoot Crescent NW
Calgary AB T3G 5H6

Many constituents have contacted me with
concerns about the current Government.
They raised concerns about the deficit,
corruption, and the suspension and
prorogation of Parliament during a crisis.
These constituents urge my colleagues and
me to do more to stop the governing
Liberals, up to and including a vote of nonconfidence in order to bring down this
minority Government and trigger an
election.

Photos
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